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Abstract—Large-scale storage cluster systems need to manage a vast amount of data locations. A naïve data locations 
management maintains pairs of data ID and nodes storing the data in tables. However, it is not practical when the number of pairs 
is too large. To solve this problem, management using data distribution algorithms, rather than management using tables, has 
been proposed in recent research. It can distribute data by determining the node for storing the data based on the datum ID. Such 
data distribution algorithms require the ability to handle the addition or removal of nodes, short calculation time and uniform data 
distribution in the capacity of each node. This paper proposes a data distribution algorithm called ASURA (Advanced Scalable 
and Uniform storage by Random number Algorithm) that satisfies these requirements. It achieves following four characteristics: 
1) minimum data movement to maintain data distribution according to node capacity when nodes are added or removed, even if 
data are replicated, 2) roughly sub-micro-seconds calculation time, 3) much lower than 1% maximum variability between nodes 
in data distribution, and 4) data distribution according to the capacity of each node. The evaluation results show that ASURA is 
qualitatively and quantitatively competitive against major data distribution algorithms such as Consistent Hashing, Weighted 
Rendezvous Hashing and Random Slicing. The comparison results show benefits of each algorithm; they show that ASURA has 
advantage in large scale-out storage clusters.  
Index Terms—Distributed data structure, Data storage representations 
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1 INTRODUCTION
HE growth of data that need to be managed by com-
puters has been increasing the capacity of storage sys-
tems. The capacities in the recent storage system cannot be 
achieved with one or a few storage nodes. Thus, managing 
technologies to group many storage nodes as a single stor-
age system are urgently required. 
 There are two types of managing technologies: storage 
cluster technology and distributed storage system (peer-
to-peer (P2P) system). In the storage cluster technology, 
each node in a storage system knows all the nodes. On the 
other hand, in the distributed storage system, each node in 
a storage system knows only some of the nodes. This paper 
focuses on the storage cluster technology. 
When data are accessed, the nodes storing them need to 
be determined based on their datum ID. Therefore, all 
pairs of data IDs and data-storing nodes (the node that 
stores the datum) must be managed. 
There are three types of storage cluster technologies: ta-
ble-based management, algorithm-based management, 
and a combination of both. 
The table-based management memorizes pairs of data 
IDs and data-storing nodes in a management table. When 
a datum is to be accessed, the corresponding datum ID is 
searched for in the management table, and the ID offers ac-
cess to the corresponding node. An example of the table-
based management system is the Google File System [1] 
and Hadoop Distributed File System [46]. The table-based 
management is easy to implement, but it requires a large 
table if the data size is large. Sharing and synchronizing 
such a large table also consumes memory and network 
bandwidth. Furthermore, if the table is known only by 
management nodes, they are accessed by all nodes. Thus, 
the management nodes become a bottleneck. 
In contrast to the table-based management, the algo-
rithm-based management, which calculates a data-storing 
node from a datum ID, does not need to manage and syn-
chronize such a large table. Examples of algorithm-based 
management systems are Dynamo [2] and Ceph [3]. The 
difficulty in the algorithm-based management lies in algo-
rithm design. The algorithm must be able to determine the 
node corresponding to any given datum ID. It must also 
offer the ability to handle the addition or removal of nodes, 
low resource usage, and good load balancing according to 
capacity of each node. Since it does not need to memorize 
data-node combinations, it only requires a small table to 
memorize node information, and it only needs to share this 
small table among all the nodes that determine which 
nodes are data-storing nodes. 
The size of the table in the table-based management ap-
proach is too large for practical use with large-scale storage 
clusters. Therefore, management using an algorithm, 
whether totally or partially, is the only choice for huge stor-
age. 
One of the main applications of the algorithm-based 
management is large scale-out storage clusters. The author 
think that following characteristics are desirable for algo-
rithms for large scale-out storage clusters. The first charac-
teristic is that only a small number of data movements are 
required to maintain appropriate data distribution among 
nodes, when nodes are added or removed. In particular, it 
is preferable if the number of data movement is minimum. 
The second characteristic is short calculation time. Since 
storage clusters communicate through networks, calcula-
tion times need to be shorter enough than the network 
communication time. The third characteristic is uniform 
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data distribution, which offers both full use of all nodes 
and good load balancing. In addition, it is preferable that 
data are distributed according to the capacity of each node.  
The last characteristic is the ability to support data replica-
tion, because large scale-out storage clusters must store 
replicated data to achieve failure recovery. 
This paper focuses on a class of algorithm that satisfies 
minimum data movement when nodes are added or re-
moved, uniform data distribution, and scalability. These 
algorithms use pseudorandom functions to achieve 
pseudo-equal data distribution. The first example of this 
class of algorithms is Consistent Hashing [4]. The second is 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing [5], and the third is Ran-
dom Slicing [6]. 
This paper proposes ASURA, which stands for Ad-
vanced Scalable and Uniform storage by Random number 
Algorithm. In ASURA, data-storing nodes are determined 
directly by means of a special algorithm that uses pseu-
dorandom numbers (shown as “random numbers” in this 
paper shortly). 
This paper makes two main contributions.  
 It proposes ASURA and explains how it can distribute 
data according to the capacity of each node in any 
case and can maintain appropriate data distribution 
with minimum data movement when nodes are 
added or removed.  
 It presents evaluations of ASURA in comparison with 
Consistent Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing 
and Random Slicing, both qualitatively and quantita-
tively, under equal conditions. 
The evaluation results show that:  
1 The calculation time of Consistent Hashing, Ran-
dom Slicing, and ASURA with a thousand nodes 
was less than 1 micro-second. It was practical for 
large storage clusters. The calculation time of 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing was practical 
for small storage clusters. 
2 Maximum variability in data distribution with 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, Random Slic-
ing and ASURA was far less than 1%. It is better 
than that of Consistent Hashing. It means stor-
age clusters using Weighted Rendezvous Hash-
ing, Random Slicing and ASURA for distribu-
tion algorithm can reduce the number of nodes 
compared with Consistent Hashing because of 
the better uniformity of the data distribution.  
3 In storage clusters storing data and replication 
data, Random Slicing needs extra data move-
ments when nodes are added or removed in 
some cases. It introduces extra states in storage 
clusters and complexity for programs. Con-
sistent Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing 
and ASURA do not need extra data movement 
when nodes are added or removed. 
4 In a real environment, Random Slicing and 
ASURA achieve both uniform distribution and 
shorter execution time. Consistent Hashing 
needs extra nodes for achieving the same capac-
ity because of non-uniformity, and Weighted 
Rendezvous Hashing needs longer execution 
time. 
Considering the above results, each algorithm has ap-
plications suitable for it, and ASURA is better choice 
for large scale-out storage clusters. ASURA has all 
characteristics that are shown above; short calculation 
time, and uniform data distribution, no extra data 
movement when nodes are added or removed. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 
presents related work. Section 3 introduces the algorithm 
of ASURA. Section 4 discusses qualitative evaluations of 
the four algorithms, and Section 5 discusses quantitative 
evaluations of them. Section 6 shows discussion. Section 7 
provides a brief summary of the work. 
2 RELATED WORKS 
The author focuses on striping data block algorithms 
among disks and data distribution algorithms for storages. 
RAID [7] is a technique for more reliable storage and 
more quick accessible storage.  It distribute data or calcu-
lated data among disks. And it is one of major research 
area now [8] [9] [10]. At first, it is developed for magnetic 
disk storages [26] [27] [28]. However it is researched for us-
ing in silicon disk storages [29] [30] [31]. 
    Erasure coding is coding techniques by algorithms for 
reliable data storages. Such a coding technique is re-
searched from the past [32] [33] [34] [35] to today [36] [37] 
[38]. 
In early stage of research for data distribution algorithm, 
algorithms that can distribute data near-uniformly are pre-
sented [11] [12]. There is an algorithm that can distribute 
data with nodes that have non-uniform capacity [13]. Some 
algorithms achieved data distribution adjustment by pa-
rameter adjustment [14] [15]. There are useful algorithms 
that achieve near-minimum data movement when nodes 
are added or removed [16] [17]. From now on, this section 
focuses on algorithms that achieve minimum data move-
ment when nodes are added or removed for clarifying of 
the contribution of this paper. 
“RUSH: Balanced, Decentralized Distribution for Repli-
cated Data in Scalable Storage Clusters” [18] by Honicky 
and Miller can distribute data uniformly. It achieves mini-
mum data movement when nodes are added or removed. 
However, it requires the maximum node number in ad-
vance. Thus, if the maximum node number is small, it lacks 
scalability; if the maximum node number is large, it lacks 
efficient processing. 
Karger et al.’s Consistent Hashing in “Consistent Hash-
ing and Random Trees: Distributed Caching Protocols for 
Relieving Hot Spots on the World Wide Web” [4] is a hash-
number-based algorithm for managing data arrangements 
among a large number of nodes. Nodes are arranged on a 
ring formed by a number line. A node owns a region ex-
tending along the ring from the given node to the nearest 
node in a given direction. Each datum has its own hash 
number, which is also located on the ring. The owner of 
that point on the ring is the data-storing node (Fig. 1). Data 
distribution is not uniform in the Consistent Hashing. 
Thus, a virtual node technique has to be applied to achieve 
uniform distribution. In Consistent Hashing with virtual 
  
nodes, each node has many virtual nodes, and the virtual 
nodes are arranged in many places on the ring of the num-
ber line depending on their own hash number. As the 
number of virtual nodes increases, the sizes of the areas of 
the nodes approach the same, in accordance with the law 
of large numbers. Consistent Hashing with virtual nodes 
achieves both uniform data arrangement and minimum 
data movement when nodes are added or removed. In ad-
dition, Consistent Hashing can be used for distributed 
storage (P2P system). Even if a node in the Consistent 
Hashing algorithm knows only some of the nodes, the 
node can determine a node that is better (i.e., nearer to the 
right node) than itself. Algorithms [19] [20] [21] have been 
presented for searching for a data-storing node with infor-
mation about only some of the node. 
Weil et al.’s Straw Buckets in CRUSH (in “CRUSH: Con-
trolled, Scalable, Decentralized Placement of Replicated Data” 
[16]) is also an algorithm having preferable characteristics. It 
is a variety of Highest Random Weight [45]. With it, each 
node has an individual hash number for an individual datum 
item, and data are stored in the node having the largest hash 
number for the data (Fig. 2). Data in this algorithm are dis-
tributed uniformly and small number of data movement is re-
quired when nodes are added or removed. However it can 
achieves minimum data movement when nodes are added or 
removed and uniform data distribution depends on node’s ca-
pacity in limited case depends on nodes’ capacity. CRUSH 
has four types of algorithms. Each algorithm has advantages 
and disadvantages. 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing [5] is similar algorithm 
with Straw Buckets in CRUSH. It also give calculated num-
ber based on hash number for each node, and data are stored 
in the node having the largest calculated number for data. 
Compared with Straw Buckets in CRUSH, it achieves mini-
mum data movement when nodes are added or removed and 
uniform data distribution depends on node’s capacity in any 
case. 
Miranda et al’s Random Slicing in “Reliable and Random-
ized Data Distribution Strategies for Large Scale Storage Sys-
tems” [6] also achieves minimum data movements when 
nodes are added or removed. Random Slicing uses a line hav-
ing specific length. This line is divided by the area of each 
node. Then a datum is positioned on this line by hash function 
and a data-storing node is decided by the position of the da-
tum on this line. When nodes are added, each node’s area is 
shrunk and the new node occupies vacuumed area made by 
shrinking existing nodes’ area. When nodes are removed, re-
moved nodes’ areas are deleted, and the remaining node oc-
cupies these areas (Fig. 3). In the addition process or the re-
moval process, changing areas are decided so that extra data 
movements and area fragments are avoided. Random Slicing 
can distribute data uniformly by equalizing the length of each 
node, and it has no limitation on scalability.  
   Chawla et al.’s SPOCA in “Semantics of caching with 
SPOCA: a stateless, proportional, optimally-consistent ad-
dressing algorithm” [22] also achieves minimum data 
movement when nodes are added or removed. SPOCA as-
signs segments of a line to nodes. Then the system gener-
ates a hash number on this line based on a datum ID until 
the hash number hits the segment in the line. The node as-
signed to the segment is the data-storing node. SPOCA can 
distribute data according to the capacity of each node, and 
it achieves minimum data movement when nodes are 
added or removed. However, SPOCA suffers from a trade-
off between scalability and efficiency because the length of 
the line used by SPOCA need to be determined in advance.  
Three algorithms (Consistent Hashing, Weighted Ren-
dezvous Hashing, and Random Slicing) achieve minimum 
data movement to maintain appropriate data distribution 
when nodes are added or removed, and they also achieve 
nearly uniform data distribution. Furthermore, they do not 
impose any limitations on scalability without loss of effi-
ciency in theory. This paper compares them and ASURA 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Data distribution algorithm can use for load balancing. 
Fig.3 Random Slicing 
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Fig.2 Straw Buckets in CRUSH 
  
Researches of load balancing are from unique research [39] 
[40] [41] to applying data distribution algorithm [42] [43] 
[44]. 
3 ALGORITHM OF ASURA 
This section introduces the algorithm of ASURA. 
The precise pseudo code of ASURA is given in Appendix 
A. It takes as input a datum ID, number of segment, length of 
each segment, and node number of each segment. Then it out-
puts the node number of the data-storing node. 
Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 explain the algorithm imple-
mented in this pseudo code. First, the author explains the 
basic form of ASURA. Second, the author describes how to 
solve the scalability problem in the basic ASURA by using 
ASURA random numbers. Third, the author shows how to 
generate ASURA random numbers. Section 3.4 shows the 
discussion of node addition and removal in ASURA.  
3.1 Basic ASURA 
This section shows how to achieve appropriate data dis-
tribution according to the nodes’ capacity, and minimum 
data movement when nodes are added or removed to keep 
appropriate data distribution according to the nodes’ ca-
pacity. The basic algorithm in this section is very similar to 
SPOCA [22].  
The Algorithm of ASURA can be divided into two steps. 
STEP 1. Assigning nodes to segments in a num-
ber line 
STEP 2. Determining a data-storing node 
STEP 1 is the initial step. This step is executed when the 
system starts and nodes are added or removed. In this step, 
nodes are assigned to segments in a number line according 
to the following rules. 
1. Nodes are assigned to a segment or segments in the 
number line. The segment’s length is decided by 
the nodes’ capacity. One node can be assigned to 
multiple segments. 
2. The links between the existing nodes and the seg-
ments do not change. 
3. The segment starts from a point of an integer on the 
number line. The number of the starting point is a 
segment number. 
4. The segment’s length is under 1.0. 
Rules 3 and 4 are not necessary, but they can make the 
program simple and efficient. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of nodes’ assignments. “X-Y” 
means greater than or equal to X and less than Y. 
The algorithm of STEP 2 is as follows. 
1. Initialize a pseudorandom number generator by 
the datum ID. 
2. Generate a random number. 
3. If this random number does not point to any seg-
ments in the number line, go to 2. 
4. If this random number points to a segment in the 
number line, the node assigned to the pointed seg-
ment is determined as the data-storing node. 
In this phase, random numbers are generated repeatedly 
until the random number points to a segment. Theoreti-
cally, the random number generation may continue unlim-
itedly, but it does not occur in the practical usage. 
The pseudorandom number generator should have fol-
lowing characteristics (Pseudo Random Number Charac-
teristics). 
1. If the seed (the datum ID) is the same, it generates 
the same random number sequence in a range of 
pseudo random number. 
2. If the seed (the datum ID) is not the same, it gener-
ates a different random number sequence in a 
range of pseudo random number. 
3. Random numbers in the random number sequence 
are nearly homogeneously distributed. 
    The examples of pseudorandom number generator 
which has Pseudo Random Number Characteristics are 
Mersenne Twister [23] [24] and XOR SHIFT [25]. 
Fig. 4 shows a sample segment arrange when data-stor-
ing nodes for Datum_A and B are determined in the above 
steps. If random numbers for Datum_A are as follows, the 
Datum_A is stored in Node_C, which is assigned to Seg-
ment_1. Then if random numbers for Datum_B are as fol-
lows, the Datum_B is stored in Node_B, which is assigned 
to Segment_3. 
 Random numbers for the datum A: 4.2, 1.1… 
 Random numbers for the datum B: 3.3, 0.6… 
In this algorithm, the following characteristics are 
achieved. 
1. When nodes are added, only data that will be 
stored in added nodes need to be moved. Then 
data are distributed to nodes according to each 
node’s capacity. The amount of this data move-
ment is minimum. 
2. When nodes are removed, only the data that are 
stored in the removed nodes move. Then data are 
distributed to nodes according to each node’s ca-
pacity. The amount of this data movement is mini-
mum. 
3. Data are distributed to nodes, nearly according to 
each node’s capacity. 
The first characteristic depends on repeatedly generat-
ing random numbers until one of them points to a segment. 
In Fig. 5(a), Node_D, which is assigned to Segment_4, is 
added to the case in Fig. 4. In this case, if a random number 
in the random number sequence points to Segment_4 be-
fore random numbers in the random number sequence 
point to Segment_0, 1, 2, and 3 in STEP 2, the datum moves 
to Node_D, which is assigned to Segment_4. If not, the da-
tum does not move. In this example, Datum_A moves from 
 
Fig.4 Correspondence of nodes and segments 
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Node_C to Node_D, and Datum_B does not move. Then 
data are distributed for nodes according to each node’s ca-
pacity after Node_D has been added. This means that only 
minimum amount of data move for keeping the data dis-
tribution according to each node’s capacity. 
The second characteristic also relies on repeatedly gen-
erating random numbers until one of them points to a seg-
ment. In Fig. 5(b), Node_B, which is assigned to Segment_3, 
is removed from the case in Fig. 4. In this case, if a random 
number in the random number sequence pointed to Seg-
ment_3 in Fig. 4 before a random number in the random 
number sequence pointed to Segment_0, 1, and 2 in STEP 
2, the datum moves to another node. If not, the datum does 
not move. In this example, Datum_A does not move, and 
Datum_B moves from Node_B to Node_A. Then data are 
distributed to nodes according to each node’s capacity af-
ter Node_B has been removed. This means that only mini-
mum amount of data move from removed nodes in order 
to keep data distribution according to each node’s capacity. 
The third characteristic is obvious, because the segment 
length of each node is decided by the node’s capacity.  
However, the basic ASURA lacks scalability or efficiency. 
If the maximum random number is small, ASURA lacks 
scalability, because after the number line is filled with seg-
ments, no nodes can be added; if the maximum random 
number is large, it lacks efficiency, because a lot of random 
numbers should be generated until it points to a segment. 
The next section explains how to solve this problem. 
3.2 ASURA random number 
This section describes ASURA random numbers, which 
are used in ASURA. ASURA random numbers can extend 
or shrink its range using a special method. It makes 
ASURA both scalable and efficient by expanding or shrink-
ing the number line. 
The random number sequence for ASURA needs to have 
Pseudo Random Number Characteristics. Thus, ASURA 
random numbers also need to have the same characteris-
tics. 
At first, this paper shows how to extend the random 
number range. 
In the example given in Fig. 4, a random number gener-
ator that generates 0.0-4.0 can be used. An example of the 
random number sequence is as follows. 
 Random number sequence: 2.7, 3.8, 1.1 … 
In this random number sequence, Node_C is the data-
storing node. 
If other random numbers, which are 4.0–8.0 and which 
are generated from a certain seed based on the datum ID, 
are inserted into this random number sequence while 
keeping the same generation probability, this example be-
comes as follows. 
 Number sequence: 5.4, 2.7, 4.3, 3.8, 7.2, 1.1 … (Un-
der lined numbers are inserted) 
In this number sequence, random numbers that are 0.0–
4.0 keep their values and order. Thus, the data-storing 
node is not changed from Node_C even after the insertion 
of random numbers that are 4.0–8.0 in the case of Fig. 4. 
Generally, the selection of the data-storing node as-
signed to segments in the original random number area is 
unchanged. 
Then the whole random number sequence has the 
Pseudo Random Number Characteristics. It means that 
they can be used as ASURA random numbers. The range 
of random number sequences can be extended without 
side effects by inserting random numbers whose range is 
outside its number range. 
Shrinking the range of random numbers can be dis-
cussed in the same way. The range of random number se-
quences can be shrunk unlimitedly by removing numbers 
that are outside the new range, which covers the assign-
ment area of segments. 
In conclusion, the range of random number sequences 
used by ASURA can be extended or shrunk. By covering a 
wider area, the range of ASURA’s random numbers can be 
extended for scalability without any side effects. If seg-
ments are changed to cover a narrower area, the range can 
be shrunk for efficiency without any side effects. Overall, 
ASURA can achieve both scalability and efficiency by us-
ing ASURA random numbers. The next section describes 
how to generate ASURA random numbers. 
3.3 Generation of ASURA random numbers 
The algorithm for generating ASURA random numbers 
is simple. 
The algorithm for generating ASURA random numbers 
uses several base pseudorandom number generators. Each 
base pseudorandom number generator need to have the 
following specifications. 
1. It generates a different range of random numbers. 
2. The range of random numbers generated by a base 
pseudorandom number generator that has a wider 
range of random numbers must cover the range of 
random numbers generated by one that has a nar-
rower range of random numbers. 
3. It has Pseudo Random Number Characteristics. 
An example of the base pseudorandom number gener-
ator is Mersenne Twister [24] and XOR SHIFT [25].  
The base pseudorandom number generator can gener-
ate random numbers using a seed that can be calculated 
from a datum ID. 
Then ASURA random numbers are generated by the 
following algorithm. 
1. A base pseudorandom number generator having 
the narrowest range of random numbers that 
cover all of the segments is selected.  
2. The selected base pseudorandom number genera-
tor generates a random number. 
Fig.5 Segment addition and removal by node addition and re-
moval  
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3. If this random number is in the range of the base 
pseudorandom number generator having the one-
step narrower range, the one-step narrower range 
of base random number generator is selected, and 
the algorithm goes to 2. 
4. If this random number is not in the range of the 
base pseudorandom number generator having the 
one-step narrower range, or if there are no nar-
rower range of base random number generator, 
the random number is an ASURA random number. 
The author will explain the algorithm using the follow-
ing example. 
1. The first range of ASURA random numbers is 0.0–
4.0. 
2. The extended range of ASURA random numbers 
is 0.0–8.0. 
3. Twice the extended range of ASURA random 
numbers is 0.0–16.0. 
Three base pseudorandom number generators are used 
in these cases. The first (Generator-0) generates random 
numbers that are 0.0-4.0. The second (Generator-1) gener-
ates random numbers that are 0.0-8.0. The third (Genera-
tor-2) generates random numbers that are 0.0-16.0 
First, let us consider the generation of ASURA random 
numbers that are 0.0–4.0. In this case, the Generator-0 is 
used simply. For example, 
 ASURA random numbers: 2.7, 3.8, 1.1 … 
Second, let us consider the generation of ASURA ran-
dom numbers that are 0.0–8.0. In this case, Generator-0 and 
Generator-1 are used. First, Generator-1, which has the 
narrowest range of random numbers covering all of the 
segments, generates a random number. If the generated 
random number is 4.0–8.0, it is an ASURA random number, 
and if it is 0.0–4.0, then a random number generated by 
Generator-0, which has the one-step narrower range of 
random numbers, is an ASURA random number. For ex-
ample, 
 Random numbers generated by Generator-0: 2.7, 
3.8, 1.1 … 
 Random numbers generated by Generator-1: 5.4, 
3.2, 4.3, 2.2, 7.2 … 
 ASURA random numbers: 5.4, 2.7, 4.3, 3.8, 7.2 … 
(Underlined numbers come from Generator-0) 
Comparing ASURA random numbers that are 0.0–4.0 
and ones that are 0.0–8.0, the latter includes the former by 
keeping its value and order; random numbers that are 4.0–
8.0 are inserted in the ASURA random numbers that are 
0.0–4.0. Random numbers in the ASURA random numbers 
that are 0.0–8.0 are nearly homogeneously distributed, be-
cause the random numbers that are 0.0–4.0, which were 
generated by the Generator-1, are replaced with those that 
were generated by Generator-0. This meets the require-
ments of ASURA random numbers. 
The generation of ASURA random numbers that are 
0.0–16.0 is similar. It uses the Generator-0, Generator-1, 
and Generator-2.  
 Random numbers generated by Generator-0: 2.7, 
3.8, 1.1 … 
 Random numbers generated by Generator-1: 5.4, 
3.2, 4.3, 2.2, 7.2 … 
 Random numbers generated by Generator-2: 9.2, 
2.8, 8.0, 4.4, 9.1, 1.2 … 
 ASURA random numbers: 9.2, 5.4, 8.0, 2.7, 9.1, 4.3 
… (An underlined number comes from Genera-
tor-0; wave-lined numbers come from Generator-
1.) 
Obviously, this meets the requirements of ASURA ran-
dom numbers. 
ASURA random numbers can be extended without 
limit in the same manner. 
When ASURA random numbers are shrunk, only un-
necessary base pseudorandom number generators are 
eliminated. The result of eliminating pseudorandom num-
ber generators is obvious. 
The pseudo code in Appendix A presents STEP 2 in 
ASURA discussed from section 3.1 to section 3.3.  
This paper applies ASURA to a limited one-dimensional 
line, but ASURA can be applied to general one-dimen-
sional lines or even multidimensional space. However, this 
paper does not discuss them because they are not the scope 
of this paper. 
3.4 Node addition and removal 
This section explains discussion of solving problems of 
node addition and node removal.  
First, all nodes that execute ASURA must have the same 
pairs of nodes and segments. Thus, coordination of nodes 
and segments must be done in a centralized manner when 
the storage cluster is initialized or when nodes are added 
or removed. This can be done by a temporary central node, 
and every node can be the temporary central node. Thus, 
the temporary central node does not become SPoF. 
Second, recalculating the data-storing node is a costly 
process. However, its cost is small compared with that of 
transferring data to another node through the network. 
Thus, the cost of recalculating the data-storing node does 
not become a problem. Then recalculation of the data-stor-
ing node can be executed on all nodes in parallel. Thus, 
even if the number of nodes is many, the scalability prob-
lem does not occur. 
4 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION 
This section discusses qualitative evaluations of Con-
sistent Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, Random 
Slicing, and ASURA. 
In the following evaluations, the author focuses on al-
gorithms that achieve minimum data movements for keep-
ing an appropriate data distribution when nodes are 
added or removed and achieve both efficiency and scala-
bility theoretically; algorithms that do not meet these re-
quirements, for example Rush_R, Straw Buckets in CRUSH 
and SPOCA, were not evaluated. It makes the comparison 
standards clear and makes the comparisons easy. 
In following chapter, Consistent Hashing is called for 
CH, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing is called for WRH, 
Random Slicing is called RS and Virtual nodes is called VN 
if needed. 
The evaluations in this chapter focus on scalability be-
cause the algorithms are to be used for data management 
in large scale-out storage clusters. 
  
Distribution algorithms are evaluated in terms of three 
factors which appear difference between algorithms: cal-
culation time, distribution uniformity and data movement 
with replication. 
The following parameters are used: 
N: number of nodes 
V: number of virtual nodes in each node 
4.1 Calculation time 
Consistent Hashing calculates the hash number of a da-
tum in the distribution stage from the datum ID and 
searches for the relevant data-storing node using a binary 
search, for example. Thus, the order of the calculation time 
in the distribution stage is O (log (NV)). Karger et al. pre-
sented an algorithm whose order of calculation time in the 
distribution stage is O (1) [4]. 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing calculates the hash 
numbers of nodes from data IDs and node IDs, and it 
searches for the largest hash number from the calculated 
numbers which are calculated from these hash numbers. 
Thus, the order of calculation time in Weighted Rendez-
vous Hashing is O (N). 
Random Slicing can be treated as the same as Consistent 
Hashing. Thus the order of the calculation time in the dis-
tribution stage is O (log (NX)). X becomes larger when N 
becomes larger. Then X is depend on each node’s capacity, 
thus it can’t define by equation. O (1) algorithm can be 
used for Random Slicing as same as Consistent Hashing. 
ASURA generates random numbers from the seeds until 
it points to a segment. As the number of nodes increases, 
number of repetitions by the pseudorandom number gen-
erator approaches a constant value. For generating ASURA 
random number, the probability of using the first base ran-
dom number is 1, that of second one is 1/2, that of third 
one is 1/4, etc. Therefore the expectation number of repe-
titions becomes 2. And the repetition number of generating 
ASURA random number depends on the ratio of the length 
of the number line that does not have a corresponding seg-
ment (the proof of this is given in Appendix B), but does 
not depends on the length of the number line that does not 
have a corresponding segment. Thus, the maximum order 
of calculation time of ASURA is O (1). 
With respect to calculation times, Weighted Rendezvous 
Hashing is the worst in terms of scalability, Consistent 
Hashing is the second best or the best, and Random Slicing 
is also the second best or the best and ASURA is the best. 
4.2 Distribution uniformity 
In Consistent Hashing, the hash numbers of virtual 
nodes have variability, and those of data also have varia-
bility, which means that distribution of Consistent Hash-
ing suffers from double variability. In Weighted Rendez-
vous Hashing and in Random Slicing, hash numbers have 
variability. In ASURA, ASURA random numbers have var-
iability. Therefore, these three suffer from only single var-
iability. With respect to the distribution uniformity, 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, Random Slicing, and 
ASURA are better than Consistent Hashing. 
4.3 Data movement with replication 
In large scale-out storage clusters, node failure is usual 
because it composes many nodes. Thus, data should be 
replicated to some nodes for failure recovery. 
All the four algorithms can decide replication nodes. For 
example, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing can decide the 
first replication node by selecting a node having the second 
largest hash number. Consistent Hashing can decide the 
first replication node by selecting the next node in the 
given direction. Random Slicing can decide the first repli-
cation nodes by re-generating hash number. And ASURA 
can decide the first replication nodes by repeating generat-
ing random numbers until the number is in an existing seg-
ment. Consistent Hashing, Random Slicing, and ASURA 
need to check the selected first replication node is different 
from the data-storing node. 
When one node is added to a storage cluster, in the case 
of Consistent Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, 
and ASURA, no datum or only one datum per one datum 
moves from a data-storing node or replication nodes to the 
new node. 
However, in the case of Random Slicing, several data 
per one datum may move from a data-storing node or rep-
lication nodes to the other node. For example, please con-
sider a case that the replication of datum is in area-A, and 
the data-storing node of the datum is changed to the added 
node. Here, there might be a case that the whole part of the 
area-A is changed to the added node's area. In this case, 
since both the original datum and the replication is in the 
same node, the replication need to be moved to another 
node, which requires extra data movement compared to 
the other three algorithms.  
In a storage cluster using replication, Consistent Hash-
ing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, and ASURA are bet-
ter than Random Slicing in terms of the amount of data 
movement. 
4.4 Summary of qualitative evaluation 
The results of the qualitative evaluation are summarized 
in Table I. Each algorithm was found to have its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. 
5. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION 
This section discusses quantitative evaluations of Con-
sistent Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, Random 
Slicing, and ASURA. 
It is assumed that capacity of the nodes is fixed in most 
evaluations, because flexible capacity would invite too 
much complexity to comparison. 
Evaluation conditions are as follows:  
Table I. Qualitative Evaluation Results 
 Calculation time Distribution uniformity Data movement with replication 
CH Medium or Good O(log(NV)) or O(1) Poor Double variability  Good No extra data movement 
WRH Poor  O(N) Good  Single variability Good No extra data movement 
RS Medium or Good O(log(NX)) or O(1) Good  Single variability Poor Need extra data movement 
ASURA Good  O(1) Good  Single variability Good   No extra data movement 
 
  
CPU Intel Xeon E5504 2.0GHz 
Memory 12GB 
OS  Ubuntu 12.10(Kernel 3.5.0-26-generic) 
Gcc  gcc 4.7.2 
SFMT dSFMT 2.1 compiled with -O6 
-march=native -DDSFMT_MEXP=521 
5.1 Calculation time 
This evaluation focuses on the practicality of calculation 
time and its scalability. Small differences in calculation 
time are not significant, because the algorithms are to be 
used with network access. 
The following conditions are assumed: 
For all four algorithms — 
The number of nodes range from 1 to 1000. The cal-
culation time is evaluated on the basis of execution 
time of 1,000,000 loops for different inputs. The eval-
uation is done 100 times. And the result is average of 
60 results in the center. 
For Consistent Hashing — 
The numbers of nodes tested are 1, 50, 100 … 950, 
1000. The numbers of virtual nodes tested are 100, 
1000 and 10,000. In the initial stage, hash numbers of 
virtual nodes are random numbers generated by 
SFMT, and the hash numbers of virtual nodes are 
sorted. Data-storing nodes are searched for in a table 
in memory with binary search.  
For WRH — 
Hash numbers for each node are generated by SFMT 
and are compared on the fly with the current maxi-
mum number.  
For RS — 
  The numbers of nodes tested are 1, 50, 100 … 950, 
1000. Hash numbers are generated by SFMT and 
compared with a binary search. 
For ASURA — 
The random numbers output by the first pseudoran-
dom number generator are 0.0–16.0. The maximum 
numbers of random numbers output by the follow-
ing base pseudorandom number generators are dou-
bled when the number of nodes is increased. The 
nodes are numbered consecutively, with no gaps be-
tween segment numbers.  
The evaluation results tests are plotted in Fig. 6. The cal-
culation times of Consistent Hashing, Random Slicing, and 
ASURA are short enough to be practical when data trans-
fer in network communications are taken into considera-
tion. The calculation time of Weighted Rendezvous Hash-
ing is over 0.50 micro-seconds in 12 nodes and it extends 
linearly beyond the graph area. Evaluation of O (1) algo-
rithm of Consistent Hashing is skipped. Because O (log 
(NV)) algorithm of Consistent Hashing is fast enough and 
it is clear that O (1) has problems of memory consumption 
or complex treatment of hash number. And O (1) algorithm 
of Consistent Hashing is not used in real in author’s best 
knowledge. O (1) algorithm of Random Slicing is not eval-
uated because of the same reason. The calculation time of 
ASURA is increase dramatically when base pseudo ran-
dom number generator is added as number of node is in-
crease. Thus the graph of ASURA’s calculation time looks 
like saw tooth. This evaluation demonstrates that Con-
sistent Hashing, Random Slicing, and ASURA are realistic 
choices for large storage clusters and that Weighted Ren-
dezvous Hashing suits for small storage clusters.  
5.2 Distribution uniformity 
Distribution uniformity in Consistent Hashing depends 
on the number of virtual nodes, which is varied in the dis-
tribution uniformity tests. With Weighted Rendezvous 
Hashing, Random Slicing and ASURA, distribution uni-
formity depends on the number of data per node, and this 
number is also varied in the distribution uniformity tests. 
Conditions of the distribution uniformity test are as fol-
lows: 
Number of nodes: 10 100 and 1000 
Number of virtual nodes in each node (for Consistent 
Hashing only): 100, 1000 and 10,000 
Number of data in each node: 1000, 3162, 10,000, 
31,622 and 100,000 
The test is looped 20 times. 
The results are shown in Figs. 7–9. The figures indicate 
that Consistent Hashing has lower uniformity. Weighted 
Rendezvous Hashing, Random Slicing, and ASURA 
achieve the same level of uniformity. Weighted Rendez-
vous Hashing, Random Slicing and ASURA are able to 
achieve less than 1% maximum variability in the best case, 
while Consistent Hashing is able to achieve only a few per-
cent level maximum variability in the best case. 
Distribution uniformity with non-uniform capacity 
nodes is also evaluated. The test conditions are as follows: 
Number of nodes: 100 
Number of expected storing data: 1,000,000 ×  node 
number (starting from 1) 
Number of virtual nodes for each node (for Consistent 
Hashing only): {1, 10, 100} × node number 
Number of data: 5,050,000,000 
Number of tests: 20 times. 
The results in Table II reveal that Weighted Rendezvous 
Hashing, Random Slicing and ASURA will have better uni-
formity than Consistent Hashing in storage clusters with 
nodes having non-uniform capacity. 
5.3 Redistribution 
Evaluating data redistribution when nodes are added or 
removed is difficult, because it is affected by many factors. 
For example, 
1. Number of data in one node 
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2. Number of data that are transferred to new data-
storing node 
3. Calculation time of one data-storing node 
4. Accessing time of datum 
5. Transferring time of datum 
    In the above factors, 4 and 5 depends greatly on environ-
ments. Thus this evaluation focuses on 1, 2, and 3 that are 
less dependent on environments. 
    The evaluation conditions are as follows: 
Number of nodes: changed from 16 to 17 
Number of storing data in storage clusters: 16,000,000 
Number of virtual nodes for each node (for Consistent 
Hashing only): 100, 1000, 10,000 
Number of tests: 20 times 
    The results are shown in Table III, which reveal that Ran-
dom Slicing and ASURA have better characteristics and all 
algorithms can be practically used in the case of redistribu-
tion.  
5.4 Redistribution with replication 
Redistribution with replication is tested. In this test, it is 
evaluated that number of moving data between nodes 
when a node is added and a node is removed. Data are rep-
licated by 3, storing data, 1st replicated data, and 2nd rep-
licated data. Number of node becomes 9 from 8 and 8 from 
9. Number of master data is 1,000,000. This test is looped 
in three times. The results are shown in Table IV. –A means 
a case of node addition and –R means a case of node re-
moval. 0 shows number of data which don’t move any rep-
licated data when a node is added or removed. 1 shows 
number of data which move 1 datum in storing datum and 
2 replicated data when node is added or removed. 2 and 3 
shows in the same way. This results reveal that Consistent 
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Table II. Variability of non-uniform capacity nodes 
 (Decorated value is better) 
 Maximum number 
 of data compared 
 with the 
 theoretical number 
Minimum number 
 of data compared 
 with the 
 theoretical number 
CH with 100 maxi-
mum VN 
+34.2% - +372.8% -32.6% - -83.9% 
CH with 1000 maxi-
mum VN 
+11.1% - +78.1% -10.8% - -44.2% 
CH with 10000 
maximum VN 
+4.4% - +34.9% -3.9% - -13.8% 
WRH +0.04% - +0.24% -0.06% - -0.31% 
RS +0.05% - +0.14% -0.07% - -0.28% 
ASURA +0.06% - +0.09% -0.07% - -0.09% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table. III Redistribution cost (Decorated value is better) 
 
Maximum num-
ber of data in 
one node 
Calculation 
time of one 
data – storing 
node (micro-
second) 
Maximum 
number of 
transferring 
data 
CH 
(VN 100) 
1184080.30 0.1808 136229.15 
CH 
(VN 1000) 
1060850.85 0.2077 80306.65 
CH 
(VN 10000) 
1017349.75 0.2442 65197.65 
WRH 1001951.00 0.9829 59296.10 
RS 1001826.40 0.1747 59210.15 
ASURA 1001756.05 0.2457 59242.75 
 
Table. IV Redistribution with Replication (Decorated value is better) 
 0 1 2 3 
CH-A 66553833 33446167 0 0 
CH-R 66554519 33445481 0 0 
WRH-A 66666890 33333110 0 0 
WRH-R 66669256 33330744 0 0 
RS-A 66667393 31397312 1901370 33925 
RS-R 66680268 31387070 1899271 33391 
ASURA-
A 
66661333 33338667 0 0 
ASURA-
R 
66669190 33330810 0 0 
 
  
Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, ASURA needs 
only minimum data movements when a node is added and 
a node is removed. However Random Slicing needs extra 
data movements in the same case. 
5.5 Real Environment 
For real environment test, memcached, memslap in lib-
memcached and modified twemproxy are used. 
The test environments are 
    Memcached server: 
        CPU: INTEL Xeon E5-2620 v4 2.10GHz 
Memory: 512GB 
Network: 1000BASE-T 
OS: Ubuntu 16.04(Kernel 4.4.0-57-generic) 
Gcc: 5.4.0 
   Memslap and twemproxy server: 
CPU: INTEL Xeon E5-2620 v4 2.10GHz 
Memory: 256GB 
Network: 1000BASE-T 
OS: CentOS 6.3(Kernel 2.6.32-642.11.1.el6.x86_64) 
Gcc: 4.4.7 
Memcached 1.4.4-3.el6: 
    Option -d 
Number of server 1 
Number of memcached 100  
Memslap in libmencached 0.31-1.1.el6: 
       Option --execute-number=1,000,000 
Modified twemproxy 0.2.2: 
Compile option –O6 –march=native –mfpmath=sse 
–msse4.2 
Modified for using Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, 
Random Slicing, and ASURA 
Consistent Hashing: 160 virtual nodes 
ASURA: Initial maximum random number is 16 
Data are set from memslap to memcached server 
through twemproxy server 1,000,000 times. This test is 
looped 10 times. 
The evaluation results are shown in Table V. 
The results show that Random Slicing and ASURA 
show better characteristics than Consistent Hashing and 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing. Consistent Hashing has 
large maximum variability, which leads less usage of stor-
age capacity. Weighted Rendezvous Hashing takes larger 
execution time. 
5.6 Summary of quantitative evaluations 
At first, these evaluations show that ASURA has 4 basic 
characteristics: 1) minimum data movement to maintain 
data distribution according to node capacity when nodes 
are added or removed, even if data are replicated, 2) 
roughly sub-micro-seconds calculation time, 3) much 
lower than 1% maximum variability between nodes in data 
distribution, and 4) data distribution according to the ca-
pacity of each node. 
The calculation time for Consistent Hashing, Random 
Slicing, and ASURA is very short (under 1 micro-second). 
Therefore, these three can be used for large storage clusters. 
The calculation time of Weighted Rendezvous Hashing is 
longer than the other three clearly. Thus Weighted Rendez-
vous Hashing suits for small storage clusters. 
The variability of data distribution between nodes of 
Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, Random Slicing and 
ASURA is better than Consistent Hashing. If variability of 
data distribution between nodes is high, storage cluster 
cannot fully utilize its capacity, because one node becomes 
full of data when the other nodes still have enough va-
cancy. 
When data are replicated, the number of moving data 
between nodes when a node is added or removed in stor-
age using for Random Slicing is larger than storage using 
for Consistent Hashing, Weighted Rendezvous Hashing or 
ASURA. This extra data movement makes process compli-
cate and slow. 
From all results in this paper, four algorithms have suit-
able applications for each. Consistent Hashing is the only 
choice for distributed storages (P2P system). Weighted 
Rendezvous Hashing meets small storage clusters. Ran-
dom Slicing is applicable for both small and large storage 
clusters without data replication. Then ASURA fits for 
both small and large storage clusters with data replication. 
It means that ASURA is suitable for large scale-out storage 
clusters. 
6 DISCUSSION 
6.1 Meaning of uniform distribution 
Uniform data distribution achieves node reduction in 
storage system. 
 In usual distribution storage using algorithm distribu-
tion, the storage stores data to a node which is indicated by 
the algorithm. And if the node which is indicated by the 
algorithm is full, the storage can’t store data more. If the 
storage stores the data to another node, the storage be-
comes very complex and very inefficient. Then when data 
are added in the storage using un-uniform data distribu-
tion algorithm, one node becomes full before other nodes 
have enough data. These mean that the storage using un-
uniform data distribution algorithm can’t use storage ca-
pacity fully and needs more node for having the same ca-
pacity, compared with the storage using uniform data dis-
tribution algorithm. 
   If distribution algorithm has 10% maximum variability, 
a storage using this distribution algorithm needs 9.1% 
times the number of nodes additionally than storage using 
ideal distribution algorithm. 
    A storage using Weighted Rendezvous Hashing, Ran-
dom Slicing and ASURA, which achieve uniform distribu-
tion, can reduce nodes dramatically than a storage using 
Consistent Hashing, which can’t achieve uniform distribu-
tion. 
6.2 Uniform data distribution and various size of 
data and various access frequency of data 
Uniform data distribution is meaningful even if data has 
Table V. Real environment (Decorated value is better) 
 Average Execution 
Time 
Maximum Variability 
CH 232.5s 19.46% 
WRH 285.3s 0.89% 
RS 235.5s 0.94% 
ASURA 236.0s 1.20% 
 
  
various sizes or various access frequencies. If data distri-
bution in the storage is uniform, the storage suffers single 
un-uniformity; data size or access frequency of data. How-
ever if data distribution in the storage is un-uniform, the 
storage suffers double un-uniformity; data distribution 
and data size or access frequency of data. It causes more 
un-uniform usage of data storing capacity and un-uniform 
data access. It means that uniform data distribution has 
meaning for storage storing data having various sizes or 
data having various access frequencies. 
7 CONCLUSION 
This paper presented ASURA, which can distribute data 
according to node capacity and can retain uniformity with 
minimum data movements when nodes are added or re-
moved. It needs only limited resources for its execution 
and has scalability. This paper contrasted it with similar 
algorithms, i.e., Consistent Hashing, Weighted Rendez-
vous Hashing, and Random Slicing. The evaluation results 
show that each algorithm has suitable use cases. Then they 
show that ASURA meets data distribution algorithm for 
large scale-out storage clusters. 
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APPENDIX A PSEUDO CODE OF ASURA 
APPENDIX B ORDER OF CALCULATION TIME OF 
ASURA 
The expectation value of the number of random number 
generations does not depend on the number of nodes in 
ASURA. The proof is below. 
This proof has the following presupposition. 
 The number line starts from 0.0. 
 Segment lengths are 1.0. 
 There are no gaps between the segments. 
 The following parameters are used: 
S: Initial maximum of random number 
α: Increase ratio of maximum random number 
n: Maximum segment number + segment length of 
the segment that has the maximum segment 
number 
h: Length of the hole that does not have corre-
sponding node 
First, the number of base random number generator, 
which is represented as x, to generate one ASURA random 
number is:  
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Because x is an integral number, 
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The probability of generating an ASURA random num-
ber that points to a segment is 
Input:
datum_ID is ID of datum
array_size is array size of segment_lengths and segment_numbers
segment_lengths[] is array of segment_length, which is each segment.
node_numbers[] is array of node number corresponding to each segment number.
Output:
a segment number that is assigned to a data-storing node.
unsigned int asura(unsigned int datum_ID, unsigned int array_size, float segment_lengths[], int node_numbers[])
{
c_max = DEFAULT_MAXIMUM_RANDOM_NUMBER;
loop_max = 0;
while(c_max < array_size){
c_max *= 2;
loop_max++;
}
initialize_control_variable_for_random_number_generator (control_variable_for_initialization, Datum ID);
for(I = 0; I <= loop_max; i++){
control_variable_is_used[i] = 0;
seed_for_control_variables[i] = generate_integer_random_number (control_variable_for_initialization);
}
do{
c = c_max;
loop = loop_max;
while(1){
if(control_variable_is_used[loop] == 0){
initialize_control_variable_for_random_number_generator (control_variables[loop], seed_for_control_variables[loop]);
control_variable_is_used[loop] = 1;
}
do{
result = generate_float_random_number_not_less_than_0_and_less_than_1 (control_variables[loop] ) * (float)c;
}while(result >= maximum_segment_number_plus_1);
c = c / 2;
if(result >= c || loop == 0){
break;
}
loop--;
}
int_result = (unsigned int)result;
}while(int_result + segment_lengths[int_result] < result);
return node_numbers[int_result];  // a node number that is assigned to a data-storing node
}
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The expected number of base random number generation 
to generate ASURA random number is: 
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Then from Eqs. (2) and (4), the expected number of base 
random number generation to generate ASURA random 
number that points to a segment is: 
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Here, we want to know the order of calculation when n 
increases. In Eqs. (5), 
hn
S x
−
α
 only depends on 
n
h
 from Eqs. 
(3), 
1−α
α
 is constant, and 
)1(
1
−ααx
 becomes 0 from Eqs. 
(1), when n increases. Thus, the maximum limitation of the 
expected number of base random number generation to gen-
erate ASURA random number that points to a segment only 
depends on 
n
h
. 
In conclusion, the expected number of base random 
number generation to generate ASURA random number that 
points to a segment approaches a constant when n is increas-
ing, if 
n
h
 is constant. 
 
